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ABSTKACT There isa wide varietyof symbolic algorithmsbuiltinto
Mathematica. These solutionrecipes include commands to

Mathematica is one of several recently developed symbolically differentiate,integrate, Laplace transform,

equationsanalysisprograms thatisparticularlywellsuitedfor factor,etc. There are a hostof numericalalgorithmswhich can
solving a broad range of intermediate engineering prob- be used to numerically solve individual or systems of
ferns.The objectiveof thispaper is to demonstrate, using a differentialor algebraic equations. Also embedded in

couple of reactor-relatedexamples, how Mathematica can be Mathernatica are comprehensive multidimensional graphics
exploitedas a user-friendlyanalysisteelto symbolicallyand and animationcapabilities.The macro commands or procedural
numerically handle systems of algebraic and differential language thatis used to invoke thesealgorithmsare compact

and simple to use. Thus, an engineer only needs minimal

equations, programming skills to begin using this software. At a higher

INTRODUCTION level, the Mathematica procedural language is a programming
language in its own right and can be used to write complex

Hand calculations generally augment the results of programs. This advanced programming attribute sets

complex reactorsimulations_orareused forpreliminaryseeping Mathernatica apart from most other available symbolic
estimatespriorto doing costlycomputer runs. Some scoping equation-solverprograms.
calculationsare relativelytrivialand requireonly the aid of a
calculator. However, in many cases a reactor analyst is EXAMYLE 1

confronted with an intermediate classof problems that is

complex enough to make hand.calculatedsolution schemes In the firstexample we shallsolvea differentialequation
laborious and time censuring. "' " (a form of Weber's equation) associated with the classical text

book problem of analyzing the single-group-point kinetics

To help bridge the gap between these small and large equation with a positive, linear ramp reactivity insertion.
simulation problems, a new class of user-friendly software Transforming the point kinetics equation to Weber's equation
technologies has been developed in the last several years, involves several different substitutions and is detailed in
These software technologies are compatible with PCs, work Reference 6. We shall deal with a modified form of Weber's
stations, and in some cases, main-frame computers. One of the equation expressed as:
earmarks of these new software technologies is programming
commands that are very compact and allow an analyst to dZy/dt 2 = (%2/4+ a)y , (1)

perform fairly complex tasks.
where

The Mathematica program is a general package for

solving and manipulating equations either symbolically or y = normalized power
numerically.I, 2 This software has found numerous appli-
cations to such diverse fields as general relativity, signal ._ = normalized time

processing, and three_imensional heat transfer. 3,4,5 Input for
Mathematica is inserted into a file structure called a notebook, a = constant (depending on the ramp insertion rate,
Several versions of Mathematica, including the Macintosh delayed neutron fraction, and the neutron
edition, contain a standard word processor that allows a user to precursor decay rate).
insert text in any location of a particular Mathematica note-
book. When the notebook data structure is used to its full Equation (1) has an analytic solution written in terms of either

potential, every graph and equation solution can be reexecuted confluent hypergeometric functions or parabolic cylinder
with differentparameters'and functionsas one desires, functions. _ _ _ >"-.
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One can use Mathematica's ex.:_nsive, predefined library notebook contains th,'ee executable commands: the first
of transcendental functions to write the analytical solution for command invokes the R-i( program, the second command
Equation (1). Presented in Listing 1 is an interactive session to supplies functional arguments, and the final command plots the
solve Equation (1) with a = 2.0. Kumrner hyper- results. Moro.over, the analytical and numerical solutions were
geometric functions were used with initial conditions of almost identical. The analytical and numerical solutions are
y = 1.0 and dy/dt = 0.0. This interactive section is presented presented in Figure 1. The Mathematica R-K program can

in notebook form and is heavily commented. Notebook easily be applied to more general, point kinetics problems that
comments are delimited with the characters (*and'). Ali have more than one delayed neutron group or have arbitrary
commands can be entered in free format. The actual reactivity insertion rates.
hypergeometric function is defined with the Mathematica
construct Hypergeometric[arguments].

6oL I I I I '"1
Listing 1: Example I, Notebook for Analytical Solution to _

with classical solution techniques using hypergeometric _ 4 0
equations (from page 503 of Stegen and Abromowitz). The _ | i Numor.©-.. Solution _ /

Kummer hypergeometric functions use the IF1 argument in the _. 30 I" ..............i........................................' ..................................._ ........
Mathematica function routines. The solution is given as a s r Aq. u©ol soluuon' /linear combination of the functions Fl[t] and F2[t].')] _ 2 0

al = -0.5*a + 0.25 1 0
a2= 0.5

Fl[t_] :. Exp[0.25*t^2]*Hypergeometric1Fl[a1, a2, 0
"0-5*tA2] 0 0.5 1 1. S 2 2.5 3

&3 = -0.5*a 4- 0.75 Normalized Time

a4 = 3.0/2.0

F2[t_] = t*Exp[0.25*t^2]*HypergeometriclFl[a3, a4,
.0.5.t^2] . Figure 1. Normalized Power Response for a Positive Reactivity

Ramp Insertion
(*We now need to solve for the following set of
equations: Listing 2: Example 1, Notebook for Numerical Solution to

Weber" s Equation.
cl"Fl(0.0} 4- c2"F2(0.0) = 1.0

cl*d/dt FI(0.0) + c2 *d/dt F2(0.0) = 0.0 . [('The Equation (1) is written as two first-order equations
so that the Mathematica R-K algorithm can be used to generate

Note that the derivative of d/dz[1Fl(a, b, z)] = aYl_*lFl(a 4. 1, a numerical solution:
b + 1, z) and Mathematca knows how to do this.*)]

dy/dt = z
FI[0.0], dz/dt = (1/4 *t2 + 2)'.)

Answer:. 1.0 ; .

<<Runge-Kutta. oa ('attach R-K solver program').
F2[0.0] ,

(* Solt, e differe_tial equation':, with R-K command, use:
Answer:. 0.0 . first order expressiens, argum_r,._ list, initial conditions, and

time step size as arguments.*)
D[F2[t], t,]/. t - > 0.0 (*take derivative of F2[t] with respect to
t at t • 0.0 *} , Runge-Kutta [{z, (0.2S*t^2 + 2)*y}, (t, y, z}, {0, 1.0, 0.0}, 3.0,

10 ^ - 5, InitStepSize - > 0.1, ProgressTrace - > True,
Answer:. 1.0 . " MaximumStepSize - > 0.2.]

D[FI[t], t,] /. t - > 0.0 (*take derivative of F2[t] at t = 0.0 *) , (*Plot y as a function of t*.)

Answer:. 0.0 . PlotODESolution[%,l, 2, PlotRange - > ((0.0, 3.0},
{o.o,7s.0}}] .

("The above results imply that cl • 1.0 and c2 = 0.0".)
EXAMPLE 2

Mathematica programming constructs were used to write a
Runge-Kutta (R-K) differential-equation, solver routine. This In the second example, Mathematica was used to do a vent
program was employed to generate a numerical solution to sizing, scoping calculation. [n the solution procedure
Equation (1) with identical initial conditions as the analytic Mathematica's graphics package proved to be particularly
case given in Listing 1. Presented in Listing 2 is the notebook useful. For this calculation the vent is assumed to be connected

listing for n,_merically solving Equation (1). The actual to the primary side of a reactor system which is partially



filled with saturated boiling liquid. Only vapor is assumed to command. Figure 3 presents a contour plot of pressure versus
exit the vent plane. The boiling is induced by core decay normalized decay time for a constant cross sectional area of
energy. Primary pressures are relatively high so that the vent 8 cm 2 (0.009 ft2).
discharge flow is choked. Given the above circumstances, how
will the vent area vary as function of upstream saturation
pressure and decay power? We shall now outline how the
expression for the ve_t area was formulated and then show how
Mathematica was employed to generate both symbolic and

numerical results. _ 10'

For approximately steady-state, saturated boiling con- =o. 8
ditions the boiloff rate is equal to the core decay power divided t

=boiloff=QCt/ahPsat . %,... 0 "'/.

t = core decay time

Psat = saturation pressure

Q(t) = decay energy (a slowly varying Figure 2. Relief Valve Area as a Func',ion of Pressure and Decay
function of t) Time With Initial Power of 3411 MW

_h(Psat) = latent heat enthalpy change.

The vent choked vapor mass flow rate is written as 4.8_

mchoke = Aeff G(Psat) (3) 4.6

where "_ 4. I=1,
1=

Aeff = effective vent area • 4.2
=1

G(Psat) = crooked mass flux as a function of the e• i
upstream saturation pressure.

O.

The effective area is defined as the product of the actual area 3. tj
times some known discharge coefficient. The mzss flux G(Psat)

function was generated with steam HEM data with a constant 3.6
quality of 1.0. 7 For a steady-state approximation, the core
boiloff rate is equated to the choked mass flow rate so that the

! I

effective vent area becomes 0.3 0.4 0. S 0.6 0.? 0.8 0 9 1.

Aeff(Psat, t) = Q(t)/[&h(Psat)G(Psat)] (4) Nocm_l,ll_l Time

A copy of an interactive section to generate Aeff(Psat, t) is

given in Listing 3. In Qrder to generate a symbolic expression for Figure 3. Time Versus Pressure Contour Plot for Constant Vent
the effective area, algebraic curve fits for Q(t), &h(Psat), and Area
G(Psat) were calculated with the Fit command. During the

interactive session, a number of different fits were tried to see Listing 3: Example 2, Notebook for Valve Sizing
which combinations gave the best results. In addition, the Fit Calculation.
command is applicable to multidimensional regression

analysis. The separate functional relations, which were (*Do a nonlinear curve fit using ANS decay data*)
combined as in Equation (4), were then plotted with the Plot3d (* time units: days, normalized power*)comrr_nd.

Decaydat = {{1.16, 0.00494}, {2.31, 0.00416},
Given in Figure 2 is a Mathematica three-dimensional {6.94, 0.00323}, {11.6, 0.00281}, {23.1, 0.00226},

surface plot of the vent area as a function of decay time and {46.3, 0.00176}, {92.6, 0.00137}, {116., 0.00125}} .
primary system saturation pressure. The initial power was set

at 3411 MW. The surface plot represents possible vent areas Decay[t_] = Fit[Decaydat, (1, t, USqrt[t]}, t] .
that will relieve core boiloff'for the prescribed range of decay

_.imesand saturation pressures. Two-dimensional crosscuts of (*Reactor decay power as a function of initial
the surface in Figure 2 can be generated with the ContourPlot power in MW')

,qll . .
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ReacPower[t_,Pow_] = Pow *IO.0A6/105S.0*Decay(t] solutions.AlthoughMathematicamay notbe an appropriate
languageforprogramming solutionstolarge-scale,real-world

[(*Doa linearcurve fitusing HEM data to define problems,itdoes representa user-friendlyalternativefor
criticalmass fluxasa functionofsaturationpressure(ps[a).*)] solvingreal-worldproblemsofintermediatedifficulty.

gstarPdat• {{27.000,55.5}, REFERENCES
{100.00, 194.00}, {200.00, 391.80}, {400.00, 802-60},
{800.00, 1624.0}, {1000.0, 2045.0}} I.S. WOLFRAM et. al., Mathematics: A System of Doin_

Mathematics by Compute.r., New York: Addison-Wesley
gstarP[t_] m Fili gstarPdat, {1, Pl, Pl • Publishing Company (1988).

2. R. E. MADER, Prom'_rorning in Mathematica, New York:
(*Do a 4_ order fit using steam table data to calculate Addison-Wesley Publishing Company (1990).

latent heat Btu/ibm change as a function of saturation
pressure.*) 3. S. CHRISTENSEN and L. PARKER, "Math Tensor:. A System

for Performing Tensor Analysis by Computer,"
(H]:GPdat _"{(27.000, 954.3}, Mathematica lournal. 1.2 (1990), pp. 70-80.
{100.00. 904.84}, {200.00, 853.S3}, {400.00, 783.86},
{8OO.C4},692.02}, {1000.0, 652.68}} . 4. B. EVANS, I. McCLELLAN, and W. McCLURE, "Symbolic

Transforms With Applications to Signal Processing," The
I-[FGP[P..] = Fit[ l-[FGPdat, {1,P, pa?., P^3, P^4}, PI . Mathematica Journal. 1.1 (1990), pp. 51-61.

[(*Define relief valve area from Equation (4)')] 5. J. SULLIVAN and M. THOMAS, "Animating the Heat
Equation: A Case Study in Optimization," The Mathema|ica

A.rearelietlt_,P_ ,PowJ = lournaLl.I(1990),pp.8084.
ReacPQwer{t,Pow]/(gstarP[PI*HFGP[P])•

6. D. L. HETRICK, Dynamics of Nuclear Reactors.The

UniversityofChicagoPress(1971).
(*Generate a 3D plot of relief valve area for initial

power of 3411 MW in range 500-10OO psia and 10-40 days; 7. D. G. HALL. and L. S. CZAPARY, T_jbles of Homogenegus
change units to MPa for pressure, and normalize time by a factor Eouilibrium Critical Flow Parameters for Water in Sl Units.
of 40".) E(_G-20S6, September (1980).

cc= 10^(-6)/0.000145 ('convert ps.'-"to .L_'a.pa*) . ACKNOWLEGEMENT
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PlotColor - > True, Lighting - • True,Boxed - • False] .

NOTICE

(*Generate a cross-sectional contour plot at a valve This paper was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an
area = 8 cm2 (0.009 ft2)'.) agency of the United States Government. Neither the United

ContourPlot[A,rearelief[t'40.O,P/cc,3411.0]"929.0, StateGovernmentnor any agencythereof,orany oftheir
(t,03.3,1.0},{P,500.0"cc,700.0"cc},PlotRange-• employees,makes any warranty,expressedorimplied,or
(8.0,8.0],ContourLevels-• 1]. assumesany legalliabilityor responsibilityforany third

party'suse,ortheresultsofsuchuse,orany information,

CONCLUSIONS apparatus,productorprocessdiscic_sedinthisreport,or
representsthatitsuseby suchthirdpartywould notinfringe

The above tutorialexamples illustrateMathematica's privately,.,wriedrights.The viewsexpressedinthispaperare

applicabilityforsolvinga wide rangeofnuclearengineering notnecessarilythoseoftheU.S.NuclearRegulator3,
problems that requireiterativeproceduresand graphical Commission.

DISCLAIMER

This report was preparedas an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, arparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
e_"e herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
m nufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.






